
66. Mr Karam suggests that it would have been a simple matter for someone to
have kicked [perhaps unknowingly] the spent case of the bullet which killed
Robin from the lounge into the position in which it was found in the computer
alcove.7o Such a concession, he believes, would be an indication of true
integrity and fair-mindedness but our examination does not reveal it to be at all
likely. The first officer to approach the computer alcove was Constable
Stephenson.71 He did this to ensure no offender was hiding behind the curtain.
He says he advanced with his torch and stepped carefully so as not to destroy or
disturb evidence.72 He was conscious that it could be a crime scene and that a
detailed examination would follow. He is adamant he did not see or kick a
cartridge case, or any other object, in the process of ~oing forward. No other
person approached the alcove until after 1204 hours. 3 Video footage shot in
the lounge between 1029 hours and 1050 hours does not show any spent shell
on the lounge side of the curtain.

General Control of the Scene

67. The investigation found nothing to support the claim that the scene lacked
effective control and containment measures, or that delays/inaction at the scene
led to evidence being lost, disturbed or misinterpreted. On the contrary, given
the situation of multiple deaths in a single house, the initial uncertainty of what
.had happened and who was involved, it seems to us the premises were
remarkably well protected and managed as a crime scene. Indeed, it was the
accurate log of comings and goings and other records maintained by
investigators which enabled Mr Karam to identify the Police and ambulance
officers he refers to.

68. The matter of alleged inadequate scene control was argued before the jury by
Mr Guest but there were no revelations of any Police failures which could be
truly said to have unfairly impacted on David Bain. Likewise we are unable to
find anything in Police handling of the scene that could be said to have
constituted negligence, professional impropriety or any other breach of Police
duty.

69. During the initial irivestigation,officers attempted re-enactments of the individual
killings and documented their thoughts as the case progressed. As much as
.possible these "reconstructions" were based on information then available but
they were not placed before the jury and it was generally believed they would
not form part of the evidence adduced in court. It was simply the officers trying
to picture the sequence of events within the house and the movements/actions
of persons involved. Where there was a requirement for reconstruction to prove
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a person's position when shot, this was ultimately a matter for the pathologist
[and forensic 'experts] to calculate on the line and path of the bullet through the
body, the presence or absence of gunshot residue burns and other scientific
details.

70. In our review of death reconstruction and other pathological aspects of the case,
we consulted independently with Dr K J Thomson of Wellington, a.very
experienced forensic pathologist who is highly regarded in his field. We have no
difficulty in accepting recognised expert opinion as being the most reliable.

71. When they met with the review team on 25 July 1997, Messrs Karam and
Withnall were highly critical of the reconstructions detailed in Police documents.
They claimed that the reconstruction of Margaret's death did not take into
account the trajectory of the bullet through the head. They dispute<;i the Police
reconstruction which had the killer firing at her from the side ofthe bed nearest
the door with the stock of the rifle held in the arm pit. Th~y said that a shot fired
from that position could not have caused the injury inflicted unless Margaret had
been partially sitting up, or the offender had leant over with the rifle held at a
steeper angle. This is contrary to Dr Dempster's view who states that the bullet
track extended directly backwards, slightly upwards [of the horizontal plane] and
slightly to the right of the midline and that she was shot in the position in which
he later saw her in the bed.74 We are satisfied having interviewed the police
officers involved in the reconstruction they also considered the option of the
firearm being held at a more acute angle above Margaret when she was shot.
We believe Detective Bracegirdle's job sheet [referred to by Mr Karam] shows
the officer properly took into account the trajectory of the bullet.75

72. Messrs Karam and With nail were also critical of the reconstruction of Laniet's
death. In their view it was not possible in the amount of space available for the
killer to have shot her in the top of the head with a rifle while her head was
turned towards the wall. They believed her head would have had to be in that
position for the blood to splatter on to the wall and the window surround. They
maintained the reconstruction wrongly concluded she was' shot with a rifle from
her left side. They said it would not have been possible for anyone to have
been able to get the rifle into the position by which the bullet entered her head.
Based on that proposition and the size of the entry wound at the top of the skull,
they contend a .45 pistol was used to inflict that wound. They also contend the
report from such a weapon could have been the sound heard by Jamie Dalziell
that morning.76 The theory of a .45 calibre weapon involvement has been
considered by pathology and ESR experts we conslJlted and was rejected as
unsound. Firstly, the bullet fragments recovered from Laniel's head were all of
.22 calibre, the path of the bullet as shown in the x-rays is consistent with a .22
and there is no other evidence of a larger calibre projectile being involved. The
larger entry wound to the top of the skull is attributed to the fact that it was a
hard contact wound. Dr Thomson believes the entry wound is related to the
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size of the muzzle of the rifle [fitted with a silencer], firm downward contact on
the head and is consistent with the type of ammunition used.77 Secondly, it was
the Crown's contention the rifle was held directly above Laniet's head when she
was shot and her head was not necessarily in the position it was found. [The
matter of this wound is further discussed in a later paragraph.] .

73. The bang heard by the paper boy Jamie Dalziell at 6.10 am78 was never
established to be a gunshot and we are satisfied this issue now raised by Mr
Karam has no relevance. The weapon used in all the killings was fitted with a
silencer and we believe no other weapon was involved.

74. The Police reconstruction of Arawa's death is also criticised. Mr Karam
contends that the kneeling scenario pictured by the investigators could not have
resulted in blood splattering on to the post, her coat, the floor, her bed and the
other positions in which it was found. Itwas Mr Karam's contention blood
radiates out to the front (not to the side and rear) and therefore the
reconstruction is wrong. He also makes a criticism that the blood in the room
was not tested.79

75. From our examination of the evidence and discussions with experts we are
satisfied that the investigators have reconstructed this death as accurately as
they could. We believe that Arawa was shot while kneeling near the post and
the blood at what would have been her head level sprayed forward, to her right,
and to the rear. A rupture behind the entry wound was responsible for some
blood spurting backwards. The offender was reasonably close when he fired.

76. Messrs Karam and With nail also see fault in the fact that Dr Dempster had not
been present during the re-enactments to be able to comment on the process.80

In this case he could not be there as he was overseas at the time. However,
the question of whether or not a pathologist should be present at a Police
reconstruction has been previously debated in other cases and there is a view
that it is better for the pathologist not to participate so as to be able to give an
independent assessment of the conclusions.

78. Several other points raised by Mr Karam which concern aspects of Police
attention to the scene examined in the review may be summarised as follows:-

Mr Karam claims the Police ltMiami Vice" style entry in the house
was unnecessary and damage could have been avoided by calling
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David on the phone.81
As the first Police to arrive approached the house they could hear David
tapping on the window, and they could see him in his bedroom through-
the window. It was seen as an urgent situation and a decision was
made to make an immediate entry to prevent possible harm to David. It
was not known what dangers still existed inside the house but the safety
of occupants was the first consideration. Entry was effected with
minimal damage and the house was cleared cautiouslY' and without
incident. Although the Armed Offenders Squad had been alerted it
would have taken them some timeto getto the scene. Any telephone
call to David would have been difficult because he was still on the phone
to the Telecom operator in Christchurch. Valuable time would have
been taken up establishing who he was talking to and then arranging for
the Christchurch operator to clear the line for Police contact. He was
not receptive to Police directions given through the window to move from
his room and open the door. It was considered that an immediate
response was required by officers at the address and attempting
telephone contact would have been a delaying factor. We believe th~
form of entry appropriate to the circumstances.

Mr Karam has suggested totally inexperienced staff handled the
initial call out [ex Ministry of Transportj.82
In fact there were a mix of seasoned, mid-service and less senior
members. All performed their duties capably and conscientiously.

He claims literally dozens of officers [including the pathologist and
photographer] were out on the road seemingly without control and
lacking positive direction.83' ,

There were not "literally dozens" of Police staff in Every Street without
direction. Inspector Soper had set up his forward base on the roadside
and was coordinating local cordons and general staff deployment from
the Command Vehicle there. The news media were in attendance
nearby. The Red Cross caravan arrived before midday to feed staff,
including those on cordons, various area canvasses and at the scene.
The street outside the address. was used in the initial hours as a staging
area for support staff working in the area away from the main Police
station. The criticism is unjustified.
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pronounce life extinct. He says the deceased had not moved a
.muscle for three hours and had been 'visited' by ambulance staff
and a whole array of Police officers.84

While it is true Chief Ambulance Officer Wombwell had found no signs of
life, and that while it appeared to Police officers present that the victims
were in fact dead, it was necessary to formally establish that fact and a
registered medical practitioner was summoned for this purpose. This is
standard Police practice undertaken at every death. In addition it was
policy in Dunedin to use a doctor other than the pathologist for this
purpose.

Mr Karam criticised the Police inquiry for not establishing a time
base.85 He claims a calibrated accurate clock should have been
used for all timings. He also claims that allegedly bungled efforts
which resulted from so-called inaccurate times means that vital
reliable information would never be available to him.
An accurate clock is [and was] maintained in the Dunedin Police
Station.86 The immediate scene party responding to the original incident
had their times logged by the Police Operations Centre as they
telephoned or radioed in movements and developments. This
constitutes an accurate time base because calls were logged at times
shown on the wall clock. That clock is regularly checked against the
Wanganui Computer time base for accuracy. This has been done by the
same Senior Constable for the past 10 years and during that time he
has never found the clock to be "out" by as much as a minute. The
Operations Centre clock is generally accepted as an official time base.
Having a reliable time base, however, does not go far enough. In
activities such as the Bain inquiry, where precise timing might be
required by staff who do not have direct contact with the Operations
Centre, it would be wise practice for them to synchronise their individual
watches with the time base. If such a measure had been implemented
in the present case, we believe there would not have been scope for
some of the dispute over timing which has developed. We recommend
to the Commissioner of Police that the synchronising of watches
become a standard Police procedure in such operational matters. The
significance Mr Karam now attaches to time was not anticipated during
the original investigation. It did arise to some extent during the trial and
at the Court of Appeal hearing, but no criticism was directed at the
Police.
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Ucharging" into the computer room.
Again, this is an extravagant statement and conveys a misleading
impression. As explained earlier, Constable Stephenson moved
carefully to the curtain8? when he peered through at about 0730 hours
on the morning of the crimes. Later in the day the computer message
on the screen was examined in more detail by other staff. There was
no "charging" into the computer room.

g) David's Removal From Scene

He criticises the delay taken to remove David from the scene.88

David's removal to the Police Station was accomplished at a time·
appropriate to the circumstances. Nothing was lost by keeping him at
the scene. At that stage he was being treated as a victim and was
receiving support and care from the ambulance staff: We see no fault
in this.

He has claimed that by the time of the 0815 meeting the Police were
fully aware of the scene situation also the names of 6 family
members.89

This meeting was brief and staff were put on standby while Detective
Chief Inspector Robinson and others went to the scene to be more fully
briefed by Sergeant Stapp who made the initial Police entry to the
house. Detective Chief Inspector Robinson made an assessment at the
scene to enable him to further plan the operation. Information was
becoming available as to who was involved, butfull details were not
known.gO

He contends that the stain of Stephen's blood found on David's
shorts amounted to no more than a Usmidgen".91 He maintains
there is nothing to suggest it got there during the struggle and
says it is ridiculous to suggest such a small amount of blood would
get on the shorts if they had been worn during the struggle.92 He
says it was transferred as the result of touching Stephen when he
found him.
There was more than a smidgen of blood on the shorts. According to Dr
Cropp [ESR], the blood stain [a smear rather than a drop] was on the
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outer surface of the crotch running around the seam.93 There was
sufficient blood to determine it was from Stephen, Laniet, or Arawa. He
now describes it as being about the size of a twenty or fifty cent piece
and says it could have seeped through outer c1othing.94 The Police
supposed that when he attacked Stephen, David had been wearin~
outer clothing which was later laundered in the washing machine.9 It is
possible the shorts were worn under outer clothing and blood seeped
through during the struggle. They thought he might not have been
aware of the blood in the crotch when he put other bloodied clothes
through the wash. A further ESR examination as part of the review has
confirmed froll) DNA the blood from the crotch area of the black shorts
could have come from Stephen Bain, and not any other member of the

.• Bain family.96 This confirmed the original result, that the blood was likely
to be Stephen's. Mr Karam appears to concede the blood was
Stephen's.97 No results were obtained from the analysis of a very small
smear of possible bloodstaining on the cycle shorts he was wearing
when the Police arrived.

j) David's Blood Soaked Gloves

. He claims nothing links David to the blood stained gloves found in
Stephen's room, except they were his.98 He asks why he would
leave them in Stephen's room if he was supposed to be the killer.
He questions why there was no blood found in David's fingernail
scrapings, when the gloves were soaked in blood. He says it is
clear from the photographs of David's hands on the 20 June that he
had not cleaned his nails. .
The gloves certainly belonged to David and were kept in his room. It
was the Crown's contention they were worn by him for [at least] the early
crimes and were taken off when the rifle jammed in Stephen's room.99 It
is believed they ended up under Stephen's bed during the struggle. It
was thought likely by investigators they were left there simply because
David could not find them in the terrible mess within the room and with
Stephen's body hindering a proper search. Perhaps the poor light in
the room contributed and it might have been difficult for him to remain in
the room with his dead brother there. It should also be remembered
that Arawa could have put in an appearance at this time. The fact the
gloves were in a position under the bed could have presented difficulty,
too. Indeed, one was not located by the Police scene examiners until
the bed and other items were moved. Investigators thought David
would not have anticipated the struggle put up by Stephen. David did
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wash his hands and could have easily washed away whatever blood
was under his fingernails. The issue of David's fingernails was
examined before the jurloo. At the meeting held on 25 July 1997, Mr
Karam 1<J1 questioned how a glove was found in a brown paper bag
[referring to a job sheet of Detective Sergeant WeiLl. The glove was
not found in that bag. It was unwrapped slightly on a Police exhibit
paper bag when secured and examined.102

The ESR re-examination of exhibits included the gloves. Debris was
collected from them and in the opinion of the scientist there was present
an incompletely burnt powder particle. This would support the
suggestion the gloves have been worn whilst handling or firing a firearm.
The sample was forwarded to the State Forensic Science Laboratory in
Adelaide for further analysis where it was confirmed ,firearm discharge
residues were detected on the gJoves. This residue-needs to be
considered along with the trace elements found on David's hands which
in the opinion of Mr Walsh is evidence David had used/handled [or fired]
a firearm which had fired 'Whisper' ammunition.103

At the meeting on 25 July 1997,Mr Karam raised the issue of Dr
Pryde giving evidence about bruising visible on David. He
suggested there was something improper about this because the
doctor spoke of the age of the bruises which, Karam said, had not
been mentioned earlier. When Dr Pryde examined David at the Police
Station he noted recent bruising on the right temple, above the right eye
and on the right cheek below the right eye. The details were included in
his report to the Police.104 At the trial, when he testified about those
observations, he expressed an opinion that the contacts causing the
bruises would have occurred approximately 10 hours earlier. [He gave
his opinion that the parameters in time were three hours forward to three
to four hours backward.105 The result being the injuries would have
occurred some time between 1O.20pm the previous evening and 4.20am
that morning which was consistent with being caused during the struggle
with Stephen]. Under cross examination from Mr Guest he said he had
made up his mind about the age of the bruises at the time he originally'
examined David.106 Dr Pryde is a respected practitioner and there can
be no suggestion that he had been influenced in any way to colour his
evidence to disadvantage David Bain. He was open to further cross-
examination on the issue if Mr Guest had seEmmerit in pursuing it. In
his book, Mr Karam plays down the bruises to David's face and head
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[and abrasion to his knee]107however they must be seen together with
his complaint of a sore head as another key factor in the case.108

I) Skin Fragments Found at Scene

In a recent letter to the Police Complaints Authority109Mr Withnall
writes there is a continued assertion that the piece of skin found in
Stephen's room came from David's knee despite the fact DNA
testing did n()t link it to David. On 23 June 1994, an officer searching
Stephen's room found two small pieces of skin among clothing and other
items cluttering the floor. Investigators knew that David had a slight
injury to his knee from which a small amount of skin was missing. The
recovered pieces were sent for ESR examination and it was Mr
Hentschel's opinion that one of the pieces-could beJrom David's knee.
At the trial he said, "I compared these pieces of skinwith a photograph
showing skin damage to the knee of the accused ... it suggested to me
that the piece of skin could have come from that knee area.,,110
However he did not discount the possibility that the piece of skin could
have come from one of Stephen's wounds.111 Dr Dempster said in
evidence, "My opinion is that the skin ...appears to be thicker than the
piece of superficial epidermis of skin which appears to be scraped off
David Bain's knee. My preference is that it has originated from the back
of Stephen Bain's hand although I cannot be dogmatic on that point, I
concede it is possible it came from David Bain's knee.,,112 The DNA
analysis at the Victoria Forensic Science Centre, Melbourne, established
the two pieces of skin found in Stephen's room could not have originated
from Robin or Margaret Bain, however could have come from one of the
children which included David.113

At the meeting with Mr Karam on the 25 July 1997 he suggested
that the Police had discounted Robin Sain's death as suicide
.largely because they believed blood splatters on the curtain near
his body did not support that theory. Hesaid the position of the
curtain at the time of the shooting, though, was not positively

- established and pointed out that it would not have been partly
hanging over a chair as shown in the video reconstructions.
Furthermore, he said it was known Constable Stephenson went
through the curtains and came out again and because "it was dark
and everything was out of control" he could have moved the chair
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from its original position.
It is believed the curtain was moved across the chair by Dr Dempster
when he saw the computer early in the afternoon.114 This was not
known at the time of the reconstructions on the 29 June 1994 because
Detective Sergeant Weir had not had the benefit of viewing all the initial
scene photographs and video footage. In the video footage taken
during the morning the curtains are not shown across the chair. Some
photographs taken later the same day show it han~ing prior to
movement115 and others show it across the chair.1 6 Constable
Stephenson did not go through the curtains and then come out again as
Mr Karam alleges. As described elsewhere in this report, he Rut his
head through the curtains to ensure there was nobody there.1 7 He said
he moved carefully to the curtains and did not move any furniture. We
are satisfied the position of the chair and curtains as shown in the
morning video footage correctly depicts their position at the time of
Police entry into the house. The result of theESR Review examination
of the curtains is discussed later in this report.118

Mr Karam raises the issue that no attempt was made to locate and
interview a 50 year old man seen at the bottom of Every Street by
Tania Clark.119

An extensive area canvass was carried out in the Every Street area to
find people who may have sighted David on the paper round and to
ascertain who else wason the street that morning. The man described
by Tania Clark was not identified and never came forward. At the trial it
was agreed b~ both the Crown and defence that the person was not
Robin Bain.12

At the July meeting Mr Karam criticised the delay in exhibits being
examined by the ESR. These included firearm discharge residue
[FDR], Robin's clothes and shoes, David's clothes and samples
from his hands and the various items for blood testing
The FOR samples from David and Robin were forwarded to the ESR on
25.06.94121 and examined on 12.10.94. Robin's clothing and shoes
were forwarded on 25.06.94122 and 21.09.94123 and examined between
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26.09.94 and 19.10.94. David's clothing was forwarded on 25.06.94124

and examined between 4.08.94 and 19.10.94. There were continuing
communications between the Police and the ESR from the time exhibits
were submitted and final production at trial. This is normal practice in
cases where large numbers of exhibits are involved and often priorities
have to be set. Any delay in receiving results back from the ESR can
present serious problems for the prosecution so prompt attention is
requested and the earliest possible advice required. In the present
case, ESR officers attended the scene within the first few hours and
worked closely with investigators.

Mr Karam has also criticised the delay in taking exhibits to
Melbourne.125

A decision was made to send some items to the Victoria Forensic
Science Centre because at that time it had greater expertise in blood
grouping. [Among the items for examination was the piece of skin
found in Stephen's room which was thought to have come from David.]
Mr Hentschel, ESR Christchurch, recommended this course of action on
3 February, 1995.126 Detective Sergeant Weir made the same
recommendation to Detective Chief Inspector Robinson on 14
February.127 Approval was duly given and the exhibits were delivered to
Melbourne on the 10 March 1995, two months before the trial. Some of
the exhibits which went to Australia had been previously produced at
depositions and the Crown Prosecutor sought and was granted their
release from the court. The Melbourne laboratory was able to advance
the previous analysis on some exhibits and the Police were advised the
result on the 23 March 1995,128again well before the trial. We are .
satisfied the examination in Melbourne was justified, appropriate and as
prompt as circumstances allowed.

In his book129 Mr Karam infers there is something sinister in the
fact Photograph No 62 [which is a blow up of Photograph No 61] is
a digital enlargement. Photo 62 purports to show the lens in
position at the toe of the ice skate on the Monday morning. As he
correctly points out, Photo 62 contains detail which is not shown in
Photo 61 and which appears to be cropped.
The situation is both Photograph Nos 61 and 62 originate from the same
parent negative. Photograph 61 was prepared for depositions and is
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5R size which normally shows about 85% of the negative. The suitcase
area is missing from the photograph. Photograph 61 was placed in the
court book of photographs. It can be confirmed this is an original
photograph from the depositions because of the holes punched in the
left border. Sometime later, the exact date cannot now be established,
Detective Sergeant Weir identified what he believed to be the lens in
another proof of Photograph 61. This proof was 3R size and normally
they cover 98% of the negative. The suitcase area and what was
thought to be the lens is shown. He requested an enlargement showing
the lens in position. The Police Photographer,13o as he recalls it, did not
have sufficient time because the trial was imminent to send the negative
to the Photographic Laboratory, Wellington which at that time handled
processing for the Police. A number of other prints had also been
requested so the Photographer went to the University printer and got
digital enlargements of them all, including proof 61. Further books of
photographs were prepared for the jury and it was intended the digital
enlargements be placed in those books. When Mr Karam and Mr
Withnall visited the Dunedin Police Station and went through the
negatives with Senior Constable Bachelor he explained to them both
why there was more shown in Photograph No 62 than in Photograph No
61. This involved the compatibility of the sizes 3R and 5R and between
the negative and the print produced.

On the matter of photographs, it should be recorded that considerable
difficulty was encountered during this investigation identifying the
precise order photographs were taken at the scene. Negatives were not
maintained in order which made it difficult to establish the time and date
sequence. This was compounded by the fact ex-Senior Constable
Gardener did not maintain a written record of times and dates
photographs were taken.131 He relied on scene examiners to do this.
We do not believe other people within the scene can always be relied on
to record a Photographer's every movement or photograph taken. They
have other responsibilities. We believe cameras with the capability of

. electronically recording time and date photographs were taken would be
of value in crime investigation and we recommend to the Commissioner
that such items be procured. It is important in any case, but especially
in homicides, that it should be possible. to easily determine the time/date
details. In the present case the video camera had facility for recording
time and date but during the filming this was not activated.
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pants when killed.132

Arawa was in fact wearing a dark green jersey and pink pyjama bottoms.

In written submissions considered on 25 July 1997, Mr Karam
maintains no tests were done to establish that all wounds were
caused by bullets fired from David's rifle. He points out that five
shells were found in Stephen's room but only two bullets were
located, and that only two shells were initially found in Laniet's
room yet there were three wounds in her body.
The investigators were aware more .22 shells were found in Stephen's
room than had been fired that night. A full forensic examination was
completed of the spent shells found in the room and the bullet fragments
found in Stephen's head and in the room. All five .22 shells and one
bullet were found to have been fired from David's rifle. The second
bullet removed from Stephen's head was consistent with having been .
fired from David's rifle. The width of the land and groove impressions
were the same as those in the test fired bullets from David's rifle.133 It
could not be established which bullets belonged to which shells. At the
meeting on 25 July Mr Karam said Nicholas Greet told him [by letter
dated 26/6/96] he went to the Bain address prior to the murders and he
and Stephen got access to David's rifle and fired it out Stephen's
bedroom window. He suggests some of the extra shells found in the
room may have been the result of that escapade but the scene
examination established the window in Stephen's room, because of its
rotten condition, could not be opened and there were full panes of glass
in it.134 Mr Greet has been interviewed and denies there is any truth to
the shooting incident. He says he cannot recall sending such a letter to
Mr Karam but admits to inventing some events and describing them to
other people.135 He is dealt with in more detail in a later paragraph.
The subsequent finding of a third shell in Laniet's room is covered
elsewhere.

In his book136 Mr Karam says no stronger signal of the Police and
Bain family view of David's guilt could have been conveyed to the
community than when the house was deliberately burned down.
Once the scene examination was completed the Police had no further
requirement or responsibility for the house. What happened to the
premises was then an issue for the Executors administering the estate.
They apparently believed that elimination of the house would help to
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erase the horrid memories associated with it and would effectively end
morbid and ghoulish interest shown in it. It was their decision to burn it
down and not a Police initiative.

79. A feature of the Bain case is that apart from David there was nobody available to
give information about home routine and the habits of the deceased.
Consequently, information about events prior to the murders could not be
verified to any extent and details of house layout and home routine could not be
accurately ascertained.

80. Given the circumstances which confronted the Police at 65 Every Street, we
believe the respective actions to secure, protect and examine the premises as a
crime scene were as capable and professional as circumstances allowed. We
do not accept Mr Karam's claims that officers mishandled this part of the inquiry
and we reject his descriptions that their work was "sloppy", "bungled" or
"incompetent" .

Delay in Allowing Pathologist Access

81. This matter features prominently in Mr Karam's book. He expresses the view
that if the pathologist had earlier access to the bodies he would have been able
to make pertinent observations about the time and sequence of death. By
delaying the pathologist's entrance in the house, he claims, the Police allowed
the situation to turn to the disadvantage of David Bain.

82. In homicide investigations the pathologist is called upon to do much more than
determine the cause of death at an autopsy performed in the mortuary. When
available, it is usual practice, to call him/her to the crime scene so that he/she
may view the body in situ and make pertinent observations before it is disturbed.
A skilled pathologist can give valuable advice on where, when and by whom the
crime was committed as well as establishing precisely how death .occurred, so
generally one would expect that investigators would want to facilitate the- earliest
possible start by such a practitioner.

83. Dr AG Dempster was the pathologist in the Bain case. He is a respected and
highly competent practitioner with particular experience in gun shot wounds. He
was called in early on the case but Mr Karam alleges he was kept sitting in the
street for hours "twiddling his thumbs,,137before being admitted into the house to .
commence examination of the bodies. It is suggested that during that time
important tests which would have cleared David from suspicion were not
conducted and the opportunity to gain vital information was lost.138 In written
submissions considered at the meeting on 25 July 1997, Mr Karam suggested
the bodies [other than Robin's] would not have been warm at 7.45am if they
were killed at 4-5am as the Crown suggested. He said this would be especially
so in respect of Stephen's almost naked body.

137 p31
138 Karam written submission (25.07.97)


